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Ahfruct- We develop adaptive channel astimalion techniques for
multiploinput multiplmutput (MIMO) channels with space-time blockcoded (STBC) communications. We describe a unified framework for
adaptive channel estimation for multi-user Alamouti STBC transmisions
over flat fading channels and over frequency sclectivc fading channels
using S i n g l d a r r i c r Frcqucncy Domain (SC-FD) STRC or STBCOFDM. The structure of the space-time code is exploited to reduce the
complexity of block NLMS and KLS receivers.
I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless communications systems with multiple transmit and
receivc antennas provide large capacity gains, especially i n rich
scattering environments [ I ] . In order to achieve high transmission
rates with high performance and reliability, the receiver necds to
have accurate information about the MIMO channel between the
transmitter and the receiver. In multi-user multi-antenna scenarios,
the channel cstimation problem is challenging due to the increasing
number of suhchannels.
Various space-time block codes (STBC) have been developed to
providc high performance and transmission rate over both flat fading
and frequency-selective fading channels (e.g., Alamouti-STBC [ 2 ] ,
STBC-OFDM [ 3 ] ,and single+xmier frequency domain STBC (SCF D STBC) [4]). Most of the rcccivers for these schemes require
cxplicit knowledge of the impulse response of all sub-channels.
In this paper, we develop adaptive channcl estimation techniques
for three multi-user STBC transmission schemcs over both flat
and frequency selective fading channels. We show how to exploit
the STBC structure to reduce the computational complexity of
the receivers. Wc also develop a unified framework for channel
estimation for Alamouti-STBC. SC-FD STRC, and STBC-OFDM
transmissions.
11. PROBLEM
FOKMULATTION

Fig. I . Block diagnnr of an Ad-user communication system with 2-transmit
1-receive antennas per user.
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Fig. 2. T n n s m i s s i n n schcmc from ihc i-rh user ro thc I-th receive antenna
for flat fading channels.

(1)

The received signals at the l-th receive antenna at times k and k
are collected into a 2 x 1 vector y k , { ,which is given by

Consider a system consisting of M users, each equipped with two
antennas. Each user transmits STBC data from its two antennas. The
receiver i s equipped with 121 receive antennas. The block diagram
of the system is shown in Fig. 1. The coding structure depends on
whether the channel is flat fading or frequency selective.

For flat fading channels. data from each user are transmitted from
its two antennas according to the Alamouti space-time block coding
scheme of [2]- see Fig. 2. At times k = 0,2,4, . . . , the data symbols
of the i-th user, denoted by
and E!;.,
are generated by an
information source according to the rule:

E!,!
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Here, y k , l is the 2 x I reccived k-th block at the E-th receive antenna,
n k , l is the 2 x 1 noise vector at the E-th receive antenna from the k-th
block, and Xt)is the 2 x 2 Alamouti matrix of the i-th user at the
k-th block. The structure of X t ) will appear frequently throughout
the paper. and we shall use the terminology Alamouti matrix to refer
to it. The cocfficients of the flat fading channels, h;:! and h;!, are
modelled as iid complex Gaussian random variables with vanance
equal to 0.5 per dimension, i.e.. the covariance matrix is R h = I.
The noise is-modelled as AWGN with zero mean and covariance
matrix %t = d1,and the transmitted symbols have Variance fl:.
By collecting the received vectors y k . 1 form all antennas, we may
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blocks, the received blocks lc and k 1 at the I-th antenna, in the
presence of additive white noise, are described by

i=l

where n k , l and nk+l,[are the noise vectors for the received blocks
k and k I, respectively, at the I-th receive antenna with covariance
matrix D:I,v, and Hf{ and H$ have circulant structures. Applying
the DIT matrix Q to y k . 1 and yc+1,1 in (5). we get a relation in
terms of frequency-transformed variables:

+

i=l

Fig. 3.

Two block STBC transmission schemes for frequency-selective

channcls.
i= 1

(3)

where y = QY, X = Qx, N = Qn, and A\:: and A:! are
diagonal matnces given by A::: = QHi:{Q* and A;: = QHtiQ*,
respectively. Using the encoding rule (4) and properties of the DFT
[6], we have that
X,+,,,(m)
(2)
= -x;y(T?L),XJ;":,,,(m) = x ; y ( 7 n )
(7)

for 7n = 0 , 1 , .. ' ,N - 1 and k = 0,2,4, . . . . Combining (6) and
(7), wc arrive at the lincar relation (8). Let

2111XAf

Then the m-th entry of received vectors at the I-th receive antenna
can be written as

B. Frequency-Selective C/~unnels

For frequency-selective fnding channcls, the Alamouti scheme is
instead implemcntcd on a block level to achieve multipath diversity.
Ilifferent schemes h a w been proposed for the block level implementation. In this secrion we dcscribe two sitch schemes, namely,
single-camer frequcncy domain STBC (SC-FD STBC) and STBC
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (STBC-OFDM). Fig. 3
shows the code structure in both cases. For each scheme, we shall
show how t o exploit the code structure to reduce the complexity of
the problem to that of parallel flat channels.
I) SC-k'D STK': For each user, data are transmitted from its two
antennas in blocks of length N according to the following spacetime coding schcme. Denote the Ti-th symbol OF the k-th transmitted
block from antenna j of user i by xf,i.(n).At times k = 0 , 2 , 4 , .. . ,
the blocks xg\(n) and xt),(n)(0 F n 5 N - 1) are generated by
an information source according to the rule [4]. [SI:

e

A1

Xj')(n~)h!')(?n
+N
) jj,l(m)

19)

a y1

By inspecting the structure of (9). we find that it has the same
form as (2). The main distinction is that the variables in (2) are
time-domain variables, whereas those in (9) arc frequency (or DIT)
transformcd variables. Again, by collecting the ni-th entries of the
received vectors y,,,(~n)
from all antennas, we may write in matrix

form:

Yn(?n)= &(m)A(?n) +Nk(m)

(10)

xti

where each data vector
has a covariance matrix equal to IN,
and where ( ~ ) and
* (.)N denote complex conjugation and modulc-N
operations. respectively. In addition, a cyclic prefix (CP) of length vis
added to each transmitted block to eliminate inter-block interkrence
(IBI) and to make all channel matrices circulanr. Here. I/ denotes
the longest channel memory between the transmit antennas and the
receive antennas. With two transmit antennas per user and h.1 receive
antennas, and assuming all channels are fixed over two consecutive

2 ) STBC-OFDM: From Fig. 3, we see that STBC-OFDM is
similar to SC-FD STBC except for transmitting the IDFT of the
data blocks rather than the data blocks themselves. At times k =
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0 , 2 , 4 , . . . N-symbol data blocks xt,; and xt,)2 are generated by
an information source. The data blocks are then transmitted from the
antennas of the i-th user according to the following rule:

by exploiting the code structure. We consider both block normalized
least mean squares (NLMS) and block recursive least squares (RLS)
receivers. Denote the coefficients of the adaptive channel estimator
for 3-1 or A(m) at time k by

+(12)

2

Q*xt),

where Q' is the lDFT matrix of size N x N . A cyclic prefix
(CP) is also added to each transmitted block to eliminate inter-block
interference ( I N ) and to make all channel matrices circrrlanf. The
received blocks k and k + Z at the I-th antenna, in the presence of
additive white noise, are described by

ZMxhl

The channel estimation procedure can be summarized as follows:
The received signals from all antennas are transformed to the
frequency domain using DlT (ignore this step for the flat-fading
case).
The signals from all receive antennas are combined together to
generate the desired response matrix 'Dr,+z ( y k + 2 ( f n )for the
m-th frequency bin in the frequency-selective case and &+2
for the flat fading case).
The input training sequence is used to construct Uk+2 (&+2 for
the flat case and Xk+2(rrt) for the frequency-selective case).
The difference between &+2 and the adaptive filter output is
used as an error signal to update the filter coefficients.
Repeat the previous steps for available training blocks or until
convergence of the adaptive algorithm.

*I
Yk+l,,

+

=

(16)

Wb =

Q * x * (b,l
r)

( - H ~ ~ { Qk.2
*~*H
(L
2(, )~
l ) Q k,])
* ~ ( 4' ) nk+l,l

(13)

i=l

Applying the DFT matrix Q to y k , ~and y~+1,1i n ( S ) ,
relation in terms of frequency-transformed variables:

WI:

gct a

i=l

By examining the structure of (14), wc find that it i s similar t o (6). A. A Rlack NI.MS Receiver

The only difbxmce is that thc DFTs of the data blocks have been
replaced by the data blocks themselves. We then conclude that the
are also valid for STBCexpressions derived i n Equations (&(IO)
OFDM by rcplacing the F I T of thc data blocks b the data blocks

(5 ( m )IS replaced

themselves. This means that for STBC-OFDM, X,

f .

Wc thus conclude that the transmissions of N-symbol blocks of SC
FD-STBC and STBC-UFDM can be decomposed into N parallcl
symbol level transmissions with each one similar to transmitting
Alamouti-STBC over flat fading channels. This decomposition allows
us to decouple the frequency-selective channel estimation problem
into N independent flat channel estimation problems. The unknown
channel parameters are the different frequency bins of the FFT of thc
channel impulse response.

The matrix estimate WI;can be updated using the block NLMS
algorithm as follows [7]:
Wk+2

=

wk -k P ( C I Z h l + U ~ ' . I . ~ U IU,'+,
;+~)~~

(17)
x [ D W- U k + 2 W k ]
Although an inversion of a 2A.1 x 2M matrix i s apparently needed
at each itcration, we now show that it can be avoided as a result of
the code structure. Using the matrix inversion lemma [7] we get:
-1
(E12hl
U ; + ~ U ~ + . Z=
) - €~- l I z n ~- E U;.+,

+

x

+

(18)

Uk+2tp1U~+2)-lUk+*E-*

so that
(EIZAl

Uk++Zuk+2)-lU,*+, = Ui+Z ( E - ' I Z A r -

(I2

.

+ r - 1 U ~ ~ 2 U n . ? . 2 ) - 1 U ~ + 2 u ~ (19)
+2)

By inspecting the structure of Uk+z, we find that it is a 2 x 2A.1
matrix with AI (2 x 2) Alamouti blocks. That is,

111. ADAPTIVE
CHANNEL ESTIMATION S C H E M E S

The analysis in Section II shows that the channel estimation
problem for flat fading or frequency-selective channels reduces to
estimating the 2 M x M channel matrix E or A(m) from (3) or (IO).
Since the models (3) and (10) are similar, it suffices to explain how
to estimate either (3) or (10); the same arguments would apply in the
other case. In this section we develop an adaptive channel estimator
and we show how the complexity of the receiver can be reduced

(I2

Then
AI
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where Pg{ are Alamouti. We need to show that these structures
are preserved at b 2:

is a scaled multiple of the 2 x 2identity matrix 12. The NLMS update
of (17) then reduces to an LMS update:
Wk+2

= Wk

+

~

6 $. b k + 2

'%+2

(Dk+2 - u k + 2 w k ]

+

3

(20)

Yk,2ug2u;g

Ukf2PdGt2 =
i=l

E. A Block RLIi Receiver

+

The coefficient matrix W k could also be updated using the block
RLS algorithm [7] according to the following recursion:

+

WkfZ = Wk P P k U k * + * I I k + 2 JDDE+2- U k + 2 W k ]
where P, is updated as follows:

Pk+,= x - l [Fk- x-'P,Uk'+2III;+2Uk+zPk.]

Note that the first term is a multiple of 1 2 . Moreover, the
second term is the sum of an Alamouti matrix and its complex
conjugate, which is also a multiple of 12. Therefore, I I k + , =
(1 & + 2 ) - 1 1 2 = ai1212. NOW let

(21)

+

(22)

and
= (12

xp1uk+2pku,'+,)-1

( L k+2
P P (k St ' L+2
U r ( j ' + ~ ~ ~ ~ P ; t ~=
)U
<k+2I,
~~2)
i=zj=1

*k+2

nk+2

3 i-1

= Pku&

(23)

where DI;
= Yi; for the flat case and V k = & ( m )for the frequcncyselective case. Similarly, U , = Xk for the flat case and Uk = &(m)
for the frequcncy-selective case. The quantities {Wk,Pk,I I k } are
updated over k . The initial conditions are WO= 0 and PO= dIznr.
where 6 is a large number. The following result is a consequence of
the code structure.
Lemma 1: P k has a Hermitian block structure with 2 x 2 subblocks
i # E . are 2 x 2 Alamouti
where thc off diagonal subblocks.
matrices while the diagonal blocks are scaled multiples of 12.
Moreover, I&(in) is also a scated multiple of 12.
Proof: Let A and B be two Alamouii matrices with entries

@ti2

where each
is Alamouti. The update equation [or
is
Pk+,= A-'7% - X-2Cr;.,:29k+2Q;+2
= x-'pi; - A - 2 - 1

Pk+:!

QL42

Pi,!,

The product +kt-2*;+,
has the same structure as
fore, Pk+z has the same structure as Pk.

Pk.

There4

Then it holds that

I) A

+ E, A - B.AB, and A-'

+

2) A A* = 2 R e { ~ i ) I a .
3) AA* :
A*A = (1.~1~

It follows from Lemma 1 that the structures of Pi; and I&

are also Alamouti matrices.

arc as

follows:

...

+ lnzI2)I2.

Using these propertics, we now verify that Fk and IIi; have the
desired structurcs by induction.
A4 = 3 and let U ~ + Z
=
.
subblocks U t ' .
where the Pg; are 2 x 2 Alamouti matrices. Table I shows how we
may exploit the STBC structure to update the qntries of I& and Fk.
The reduction in computational complexity due to the STBC structure
as a function of the number of users is illustrated i n Fig. 4
IV. SIMULATION
RESULTS
We simulate three different scenarios: the flat fading case, the

frequency selective case with SC-FD STBC, and the frequency
selective case with STBC-OFDM. The system has M users. each
equipped with two transmit antennas. The number of receive antennas
is equal to the number of users. The channels from each transmit
antenna to each rcceive antenna are assumed to be independent. The
data hits of each user are mapped into an S-PSK signal constellation.
The proccssed symbols are transmitted at a symbol rate equal to
271 KSymbols/sec. The signal to noisc ratios of all users at the
receiver are assumed to be equal. For the flat Fading scenario, we
assume single tap independent channels between transmit and receive
antennas and symbol level Alamouti STBC [Z]. For the frequency
selective one, a Typical Urban (TU) channel model with overall
channel impulse response memory v equals to 3 is considered for
all channels. The transmitted symbols are grouped into blocks o f 32
symbols. A cyclic prefix is added to each block by copying the first v
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TABLE I
BLOCKRLS CHANNEL ESTIMATION FOR STBC TRANSMISSiONS

FOR

I3OTH H A T FADIN(; AND Fl(E(2UENCY-S~I.ECTlVE CHANNh1.S ASSUMING

111 USEKS.

symbols after the last symbol of the same block. The MSE results are
obtained by averaging over 1000 different channel realizations. Fig. 5
shows the learning curves of block NLMS and RLS for different

number of users using STBC-OFDM.
10

xt

the rnuies of the 2 x 2 matrices

;tarring from k = 0. update the entries of
I) Compute lhe entries of
ab+2

-

1

+

3

Py,{and X i i ) be

n k . ’ P k , and Wk

NLMS, 8 users

us fol[ows:

n,+,, i.e.. a&+2 3s
ll

YS,i

RLS. 8 users

j -5

(IULy + W i y )

j=l

A

+ci.r)‘r.
where

(.)7

indicates the matrix tnnsposition. Let the mines of [he 2 x 2 subblocks e
t.:,

-20-

\

FILMS, 2users

RLS, 2 users
-25
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Fig. 5 . MSE performance of the adaptive channel estimator

v.

CONCLUSIONS

I n this paper, we developed adaptive channel estimation techniques

Tor STBC transmissions over flat-fading and frequency selective
fading channels. We first prcscnted a unified framewark for Alamouti
STBC over flat fading channels and SC-FD STBC and STSCOFDM over frequency-selective channels. Then we showed that the
channel estimation for SC-FD STBC and STRC-OFDM reduces to
the problem of estimating N parallel flat fading channels where N
is the block size. We also showed how to expIoit4he STBC structure
to reduce the complexity of both block NLMS and RLS receivers.
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